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his innate mental as on his physical characteristics. The
first and most important work of the educator is, as far
as he is able, to * control3 the child's environment and
experiences so that he may he prevented at least from
serious misinterpretation. The child's interpretation of
life and consequent growth of personality is bound to
reflect the ideals and standards of the people around him.
If for some reason he finds himself in a universe where the
people he is growing to respect and love have divergent
standards, the task of adapting himself happily to his
world will be most difficult. He will probably tend to
become a different child to different people. If the reader
thinks that unified personality is important he will see how
much self re-education is in store for such children and
how difficult it will be.
The growth of personality is a slow and natural process
and educators are at fault who try to hurry it or to impose,
as it were, a fixed form. The timid child, it is true, can
be helped by the ideals and conduct of those around him to
standards of courage, the child with a thirst for experience
can be shown the cruelty of various forms of curiosity;
but trying to make A into B is futile and stupid, since it
is based on the fallacy that it is possible and desirable to
make silk purses out of sows' ears, or to play piano sonatas
on a saxophone. Educators are there to see the present
and potential beauty in each child and to give each one
every possible chance of growing beautifully; they are
not there to develop interesting eccentricities—the box
tree cut to resemble a peacock.
Mens sana in corpore sano is so much a part of an English-
man's faith—though he often misinterprets what consti-
tutes a corpus sanum—that the value of good physical
surroundings, proper diet, sufficient exercise and play need
not be emphasized here. The other side of the picture,
mens sana ergo corpus sanum, is that painted by modern
psychologists, and must certainly be considered most
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